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a b s t r a c t

A new method has been developed for the determination of tissue pathology caused by chronic hypoxia
and monocrotaline toxicity. The method is based on the use of near-infrared (NIR) spectrophotometry to
measure spectra of lung tissue from normal chronic hypoxia (CH) and monocrotaline (MCT) models of
pulmonary hypertension (PH), followed by analysis using multivariate methods, that is, principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS). Synergistic use of NIR with the PCA/PLS method makes
it possible, for the first time, not only to divide different lung tissue samples into their respective groups
(normal, CH, and MCT) but also to gain insight into mechanisms of PH caused by CH and MCT toxicity.
Specifically, MCT metabolites and other hypertensive conditions are known to produce subtle and minor
chemical changes in the compositions of tissue (e.g., proteins, carbohydrates, lipids). Although these
changes were detected by the NIR technique, they were too small to be discerned through visual inspec-
tion of the spectra. However, they can be accurately classified and properly assigned by the PCA/PLS
method. The fact that different tissue types can be accurately divided into their corresponding groups
by the NIR and PCA/PLS methods suggests that chemical alterations and mechanisms of pulmonary vas-
cular remodeling and PH induced by MCT are different from those induced by CH.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Monocrotaline (MCT)2 is an 11-membered macrocyclic diester
member of the pyrrolizidine alkaloid family of plant toxins that pro-
duces a delayed onset yet progressive pulmonary vascular disease
resulting in pulmonary hypertension (PH) in Sprague–Dawley rats
[1–3]. Therefore, MCT-induced PH has been used as a model for
the study of chronic pulmonary vascular diseases in humans since
1961 [4]. Nevertheless, the exact mechanism by which MCT causes
pulmonary toxicity is still not completely understood [3]. Consider-
able efforts have been made by many research groups to elucidate
the mechanism [5–8]. Some studies have shown monocrotaline pyr-
roles to react with DNA and other cell macromolecules [9–12].
Unfortunately, to date, only limited success has been made. This is
probably due to the lack of a technique that can noninvasively detect
and identify MCT and all of its intermediates and products during its

biochemical transformation processes. Near-infrared (NIR) multi-
spectral imaging technique may be the solution to this problem.

We have succeeded in developing a novel NIR multispectral
imaging (NIR–MSI) instrument that can provide, for the first time,
the means to noninvasively, sensitively (single pixel resolution),
and rapidly (ms) record not at a single wavelength as in NIR bioi-
maging instruments but rather on an entire NIR absorption spec-
trum (as with a Fourier transform [FT]–IR spectrophotometer)
and not just one spectrum but rather tens of thousands of spectra
at tens of thousands of different locations within a sample during a
period as short as a few milliseconds [13–17]. Chemical informa-
tion derived from these spectra will make it possible to accurately
detect and identify any different chemical or biochemical species
at many different positions within a sample. Because of its advan-
tages, we were able to use the NIR–MSI instrument for studies and
measurements that are not possible otherwise. These include the
noninvasive and nondestructive authentication of documents
(e.g., stock certificates, currency), determination of the chemical
inhomogeneity of polymers, kinetics of fast reactions (e.g., curing
of epoxy by amine), and detection of combinatorial peptide synthe-
sis [13–17]. It is expected that combined advantages of NIR light
(deep tissue penetration) and MSI technique (ability to provide
chemical composition and structure at various positions within a
sample) enable the NIR–MSI instrument to be uniquely suited for
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the noninvasive investigation of MCT toxicity in the lung of Spra-
gue–Dawley rats. The anticipation stems from the fact that the
NIR–MSI technique should be able to detect and identify MCT di-
rectly on the lung, follow its biochemical transformation process,
and identify all intermediates and products.

Our objective is to use this NIR–MSI instrument to investigate
the mechanism of MCT toxicity. To approach this goal, in this pre-
liminary study, we determined whether it is in fact possible to use
the NIR spectrophotometric method to chemically detect and iden-
tify, directly on lung tissue, not only MCT but also any alterations
on lung tissue caused by MCT. In this article, we report, for the first
time, our integrated approach to synergistically combine NIR mea-
surements with multivariate methods of analysis to chemically de-
tect and identify normal and diseased rat lung tissue.

Materials and methods

Samples used were histological slides prepared from lung tissue
of rats (Sprague–Dawley and fawn-hooded). One set of animals
was left under normal conditions, another was subjected to chronic
hypoxia (CH), and the remaining set was given a single subcutane-
ous injection of MCT (60 mg/kg) and raised in room air. The CH
exposure was achieved by housing the animals in chambers main-
tained at 10% O2. CH is also known to cause PH, but through signif-
icantly different mechanisms than MCT exposure.

All rats also had partial left pulmonary artery occlusion (PLPAO)
surgery in which the left pulmonary artery is banded at a fixed
diameter approximately one-third of its normal value. This had
the effect of reducing blood flow to the left lung and increasing
blood flow to the right lung. In one set of animals PLPAO surgery
was done 3 days after exposure to MCT, and in another set it was
done 3 days before MCT exposure. All of the studies were done un-
der the approval of the Zablocki VA Medical Center’s institutional
animal care and use committee review board and in compliance
with the National Research Council’s guide for the care and use
of laboratory animals.

After 24 days, the rats were anesthetized with sodium pento-
barbital (40 mg/kg, ip for intraperitoneal) and heparinized
(200 IU/kg) through right ventricular injection, and the lungs were
excised, distended, and fixed with a 10% buffered formalin solu-
tion. The lungs were then paraffin-embedded, and 4-lm-thick sec-
tions were prepared on slides and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin. The slides were measured without any further treatment.
NIR spectra were taken on the home-built NIR spectrometer based
on an acousto-optic tunable filter. This NIR spectrometer was de-
scribed in detail in our previous articles [18–20]. Unless otherwise
stated, each spectrum at a single position in a slide was an average
of 2000 spectra taken at a 2-nm interval from 1300 to 2100 nm.
The absorption of each sample was measured at six different loca-
tions. This not only increased the sample size but also facilitated
determination of variation within a sample. Information on spatial
distribution of PH in the sample tissues could be obtained by this
procedure.

A total of 180 spectra were obtained for analysis of the right
lung. Each of the three groups (normal right lung, CH right lung,
and MCT right lung) had 60 spectra. Of the 60 spectra for each
group, we used 54 spectra to construct the calibration model, with
the remaining 6 spectra being used for prediction. The left-side
samples had 20 spectra for each group. Of the 20 spectra for each
group, we used 16 spectra for calibration, leaving 4 samples for
prediction. Because there was no independent validation set in this
analysis, the cross-validation method was used. Multivariate anal-
ysis was done on the raw spectra without any preprocessing using
Unscrambler (version 9.2, Camo ASA), similar to the procedures
used in our previous publications [18–20].

Results and discussion

Examples of the NIR spectra for normal, CH-treated, and MCT-
treated lung tissue are shown together in Fig. 1. In this NIR region
(1300–2100 nm or 4700–7700 cm�1), the absorption is relatively
small and the spectra for the three different samples are quite sim-
ilar. As illustrated, it would be difficult to distinguish these three
samples just by visibly inspecting their NIR spectra. However, it
is important to note that even though the NIR spectra of the sam-
ples are very similar, they are not identical. Small differences do
exist among them, and these small differences can, in principle,
be appropriately analyzed using multivariate methods of analysis
such as principal component analysis (PCA) and partial least
squares (PLS). To test this possibility, we used different PCA/PLS-
based methods to analyze NIR spectra so as to determine whether
any of these multivariate methods are effective in identifying nor-
mal and pathological (CH and MCT) lung tissue. Results obtained
are described in following sections.

Principal component analysis

PCA was used to determine whether there is any systematic
variation in different lung tissue sample types based on their NIR
spectral data. The first task was to study the variation between
the different groups, namely how each sample group is different
from one another. Therefore, a single PCA model was constructed
from a total of 108 NIR spectra, that is, 36 from each sample type
(normal, CH, and MCT). All of the sample types were from the right
side of the lung. Fig. 2A shows the three-dimensional scores plot
obtained from this model for the first three principal components
(PCs 1, 2, and 3). Because scores plots describe the data structure
in terms of sample patterns, they can show differences and similar-
ities among samples [21]. As illustrated, the samples are not ran-
domly scattered but rather systematically fall into three nearly
distinct groups corresponding to the sample types. The normal
samples are relatively well separated from the other two groups.
This distinction is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2B, which is a line plot
of the sample scores along PC 3. Along this PC, most normal sam-
ples have positive scores, whereas the CH and MCT samples have
negative scores. This clearly indicates that PCA can distinguish nor-
mal samples from PH samples. However, some degree of overlap
was observed between the CH and MCT samples. This is not unex-
pected given that both of these sample types are from rat lungs
with increased vascular remodeling and perfusion resistance (i.e.,
PH). The results clearly demonstrate that different lung tissue sam-
ples can be classified into their respective groups by using the PCA
method to analyze their NIR spectra.

After it was shown that the NIR spectral data can be used to dis-
tinguish sample types, PCA loadings were then used to gain insight
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Fig. 1. NIR spectra of normal (blue), CH-treated (green), and MCT-treated (red) lung
tissues. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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into the variables (i.e., spectral range) that are contributing most to
the observed differences. To accomplish this, we applied PCA on
the data matrix of each group separately. This allows the compar-
ison of the PC loading spectra of the different sample types, in turn
making it possible to determine how, and in which spectral range,
they are different. Loadings describe the data structure in terms of
variable correlations. Each variable has a loading on each PC, and
this reflects how much the variable contributes to that PC. The
loadings for the first three components are shown in Fig. 3. The
loading spectra show that the greatest variation in the loadings
for the different samples occur in the region from 1600 to
1800 nm. This could be the most important spectral region in
describing the variation of the three sample types. There is no sin-
gle PC where the loadings for the three sample types are different.
However, the CH loading spectrum is clearly different from the
other two sample types for PC 2, whereas the MCT loading spec-
trum is clearly different from the others for PC 3. These results
indicate that CH produced some alterations in the lungs that can
be best represented by PC 2, whereas the alterations of MCT are
best represented by PC 3. The results also seem to imply that the
two conditions, CH and MCT treatment, produce somewhat differ-
ent chemical transformations in the tissue samples. However, the
exact nature of these different chemical alterations cannot be
determined with the current set of rather limited data collected
in this study.

In addition to the aforementioned PCA method, we also used
the PLS method in this study. Although both methods are designed
to extract useful information from NIR spectra of lung tissue sam-
ples, they are not the same, with each method having its own
advantages. Specifically, the PCA method is performed on the x

data matrix without looking at the correlation between the x and
y variables. Therefore, it is best at studying sample patterns and
correlations between samples and variables. This is achieved by
analyzing PCA scores and loadings. In this study, both PCA and
PLS scores plots were used to study sample patterns. PCA loading
spectra were used to identify the spectral regions that contributed
most to the differences in normal, hypoxic, and MCT sample types.

PLS, on the other hand, models both the x and y data matrices
simultaneously to find the latent variables in x that will best pre-
dict the latent variables in y. Therefore, PLS is a method of con-
structing predictive models when the goal is not necessarily
trying to understand the underlying relationships between sam-
ples and variables, or just among variables, but rather just trying
to make prediction of the y variables from the x variables. Because
PLS is essentially a regression technique, it was used for predicting
unknown sample sets into their respective groups. The information
obtained from PCA and PLS was highly complementary, with PCA
being highly useful in understanding the sample–variable relation-
ships among normal, hypoxic, and MCT sample groups and PLS
being useful in predicting unknown samples into their respective
groups. Results obtained using PLS methods are presented in the
following sections.

Analysis by PLS regression

Fig. 4A shows the residual validation variance plot for the NIR
spectra of the samples obtained using a PLS/LDA (linear discrimi-
nation analysis) method. This technique essentially classifies the
samples into their respective groups before performing the PLS
model. Samples are classified by assigning them a value of 1 for
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Fig. 2. (A) PCA three-dimensional scores plot. (B) Line plot for the three sample types shown for PC 3. In both graphs, normal samples are in blue, CH samples are in green, and
MCT samples are in red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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the group to which they belong and a value of 0 for the other
groups. Because there are three groups, this classification will re-
sult in a sample having three y values, allowing the use of the
PLS 2 method. PLS 2 is different from PLS 1 because at least two
y variables are used in the former, whereas only one y variable is
used in the latter. Residual validation variance shows the remain-
ing amount of variation that has not been addressed by model PCs.
Accordingly, a PC that has the smallest residual variation variance
value is the one that best explains the variation in the samples. As
illustrated, a relatively large decrease in residual validation vari-
ance was found for PCs 2 and 3. This is an indication that these
two PCs can be used to account for a great deal of the variation
in the samples that were used to make this model. Accordingly,
these two PCs together with PC1 were used to construct a scores
plot to determine the clustering of the samples. In the scores plot,
shown in Fig. 4B, the samples were separated into three clusters,
and (as expected) these clusters correspond to the three different
lung tissue types (normal, MCT, and CH). This is similar to the clus-
ters observed with PCA. Although there is some overlap of a few
samples, the fact that the samples were separated into three corre-
sponding clusters clearly indicates that multivariate analysis of NIR
spectra is effective in distinguishing the samples according to their
experimental groups (normal, MCT, and CH).

The axes in the above scores plot are PCs 1, 2 and 3. It will be
informative if we can determine the physical meaning of these
PCs. Such information would provide detailed information on dif-
ferences among different sample types, which in turn would help
us to appropriately adjust the experimental procedure to focus
on these differences so that the analysis can be improved. Unfortu-
nately, with the spectral information available now, we can only
state that each of these PCs represents a single source of indepen-

dent variation among the samples. It is not possible to determine
the physical nature of these variations except to note that the
MCT and hypoxia conditions seem to produce alterations in the tis-
sue such that their NIR signatures are different from those of nor-
mal cells.

A second set of variables (the y variables) is needed in addition
to the spectral data (the x variables) to construct PLS calibration
models.

As described above, the objective of this preliminary study was
not to mechanistically investigate the PH (this will be the subject
of our subsequent studies); rather, it is limited to determining
whether a combination of NIR spectrophotometry and multivariate
method of analysis can be successfully used to differentiate differ-
ent tissue types (normal, CH, and MCT). To accomplish this, we as-
signed tissue samples arbitrary values of PH ranging from 0 to 1,
with 0 being the lowest value of PH and 1 being the highest. Be-
cause the greatest amount of PH is induced in the right lung lobe
of the PLPAO + MCT, all MCT samples were assigned a PH value
of 1. The normal samples were assigned a value of 0 because no
PH is expected in any normal lungs. Cells in CH lungs, known to
be hypertensive, are likely to be chemically more similar to MCT
samples than to normal samples. Histological studies have also
shown that these CH samples are much more similar to MCT sam-
ples than to normal samples. Therefore, they were assigned a PH
value of 0.6. It is noteworthy that there are variations among tis-
sues within each group. However, it is anticipated that these are
mainly spatial variations in the chemical composition of the tissues
(within each group) and that such spatial variations cannot be
determined with spectra obtained with NIR or FT–IR spectrometers
that are equipped with single channel detection. They can be
determined only by the use of multispectral imaging instrument
that essentially is a spectrometer with an area camera as the detec-
tor. This will be a subject of our future studies. In the current study,
our aim was to determine whether it is possible to divide different
lung tissue samples into their respective groups (normal, CH, and
MCT) by the combined use of NIR spectra and the PCA/PLS method.

The first PLS model was constructed using NIR spectra mea-
sured from 1300 to 2100 nm. The calibration set contained 54 sam-
ples for each of the three groups (normal, MCT, and CH). All of
these are from the right lung of the animals. The calibration results
from this model are shown Fig. 5, where the black, blue, and red
lines represent the target line, the calibration curve, and the valida-
tion curve, respectively. The validation method used in this and all
the other PLS models discussed below is the full cross-validation
method. Cross-validation was used in this case because there
was not a sufficient number of samples to make an independent
validation set. Cross-validation is performed by calculating a cali-
bration matrix using all of the calibration samples except one.
The calibration matrix is then used to predict the concentration
of the components in the sample that was left out. The sum-
squared errors between the expected and predicted concentrations
for this sample are calculated. The procedure is repeated, leaving
out a different sample until all of the samples have been computed.
In other words, the calculation is done as many times as there are
samples [21]. In this program, the validation is done in segments,
and the red and blue samples in the figure were samples used
for validation and calibration, respectively. As illustrated, the cor-
relation coefficient for the calibration model (blue line) was found
to be 0.95, which is a relatively good correlation considering the
fact that those NIR spectra of each slide were measured at six dif-
ferent positions. Similar to results observed with the scores plot,
there is some overlap in the predicted values (y axis) between
the CH and MCT samples. The normal samples are well separated
from the rest. In this case, because the variation within each group
has not been addressed by this model, the validation correlation
coefficient was found to be 0.84.
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Fig. 3. PCA loading spectra for PC 1 (A), PC 2 (B), and PC 3 (C). Normal, CH, and MCT
samples are in blue, green, and red, respectively. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)
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PLS 1 was then used for prediction. As described in Materials
and Methods, there were 162 samples in the calibration set, that
is, 54 from each of the three groups (normal right lung, CH right
lung, and MCT right lung). The unknown set had 18 samples. As

shown in Fig. 6A, the residual validation variance of this model de-
creases up to approximately PC 13. This is the number of compo-
nents that the model requires to explain all of the systematic
variation within the samples. Any latter PCs, whose residual vali-

Fig. 4. (A) Residual validation variance plot of NIR spectra. (B) Scores plot obtained using PLS 2 LDA method.

Fig. 5. Predicted versus measured plot for NIR model containing normal, CH, and MCT right-side samples. The black line is the target line, the blue line is the calibration curve,
and the red line is the validation curve. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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dation variances are now constant or begin to increase, are most
likely modeling noise. Accordingly, the prediction was then per-
formed with 13 PCs. Although 13 components might seem like a
large number, it is appropriate in this case considering the various
types of variation in the NIR spectra due to chemical transforma-

tion of samples by MCT and CH treatment. Furthermore, it is signif-
icant considering the fact that each spectrum of the samples was
measured at 400 individual wavelengths to be able to reduce all
spectra of different tissue types to a model with just 13 PCs. It
could have been possible to ignore some of the latter PCs suggested

Fig. 6. (A) PLS 1 residual validation variance of the model with NIR spectra. (B) Prediction of unknowns with the model. (C) RMSEP for the model.

160 Monocrotaline toxicity from chronic hypoxia / S. Duri et al. / Anal. Biochem. 390 (2009) 155–164
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by the model and use fewer components for prediction, but it was
found that the best prediction is obtained with all of the suggested
PCs. Subsequently, the above model was used to predict a set of
normal, CH, and MCT samples measured in the same NIR region.
The prediction with the deviation is shown in Fig. 6B. Again, in con-
structing this model, all MCT samples were assigned a PH value of
1, normal samples were assigned a PH value of 0, and CH samples
were assigned a PH value of 0.6. As can be seen from Fig. 6B, all
normal samples are predicted to be close to 0, the CH samples ap-
pear to be around 0.6, and the MCT samples are around 1.

Fig. 6C shows the root mean square error of prediction (RMSEP)
for this model. The RMSEP is shown for each component (PC). Just
like the residual validation variance, the RMSEP decreases with the
components because each successive PC explains less and less var-
iation and, hence, the error also decreases. Just like the residual
variance, the error also decreases up to PC 13, which is the number
of components the model requires to explain the variation in the
samples. The average RMSEP for this model with 13 PCs is 0.296.
The results of Fig. 6B clearly indicate that it is possible to distin-
guish normal cells, CH cells, and MCT cells using a PLS model based
on their NIR spectra. Using this model, it should be possible to cor-
rectly predict most of the unknown samples.

The prediction (Fig. 6B) shows that samples within each group
do not all appear to be exactly the same. This is consistent with
the overlap among the three sample types observed on the scores
plot and on the predicted versus measured plots. As explained ear-
lier, this may be due to the fact that chemical alterations in CH and
MCT samples are spatially localized. It seems that not all of the
cells in a given type of tissue sample are spatially affected to the
same extent. There are some locations within a tissue that remain
better (or worse) than others. As might be expected, cells in the
parenchyma or the veins may be modified less than or differently
from cells in the arteries.

Analysis of the left-side samples

The samples used to construct the model discussed above were
made from rats subjected to normoxia, hypoxia, and MCT. In addi-
tion, the animals also had PLPAO surgery done on them. This sur-
gery had the effect of chronically reducing blood flow to the left
lung while increasing blood flow to the right lung. It has been re-
ported that the right lung, which received increased blood flow,
experienced increased structural changes such as neointimal le-
sions and PH-associated severe pulmonary vascular remodeling
(PVREM) [22]. On the other hand, structural changes were reduced
in the left lung because of a relatively reduced blood flow.

The PLS method was then used to analyze NIR spectra to deter-
mine whether it is possible to distinguish tissues from the right
and left lungs. However, it is not possible to use the NIR model
as described above to predict the left-side samples given that these
samples were not part of the calibration of this model. This is be-
cause calibrations for multivariate analysis are required to contain
all of the expected components having concentrations and condi-
tions within ranges of interest. Accordingly, new models were con-
structed using new sets of NIR spectra that contain spectra of the
left-side samples. To simplify the analysis, the CH samples were
left out of the new models. Similar to the first models, the normal
right-side samples and the MCT right-side samples were assigned
PH values of 0 and 1, respectively. The normal left-side samples
were also assigned a PH value of 0 because these animals were
not subjected to any hypertensive condition. Because the MCT
left-side samples have reduced blood flow and, hence, reduced
PVREM, they were assigned an intermediate PH value of 0.5.

The calibration correlation coefficient for this model was 0.95,
whereas the validation correlation coefficient was 0.84 (Fig. 7B).
The average RMSEP for the model was 0.348, which is higher than

that of the previous model that had CH samples. Careful inspection
of the results reveals that, for some reason, the NIR models predict
CH samples relatively better than the MCT samples. Fig. 5 shows
that the MCT samples are more scattered than the CH samples. It
could be possible that chemical changes occurring in CH samples
were more readily observable or more spatially homogeneous in
the measured NIR region than the changes taking place in the
MCT samples.

However, this NIR model is still able to distinguish the MCT left-
side samples from the right-side samples. In Fig. 7C, the MCT left-
side samples (samples 9, 10 and 11) are shown as appearing much
closer to the normal samples, clearly distinguishing them from the
right-side samples. This is consistent with previous studies in
which histology from the left lungs of PLPAO + MCT rats is remark-
ably similar to that from normal lung tissue. The left-side samples
still show some signs of pathology because even though the blood
flow has been reduced, metabolites of MCT still perfuse the left
lung given that the blood flow was not completely blocked. This
again shows that it is possible to determine the sample types based
on their NIR spectra.

Pre- and post-PLPAO samples

Results obtained so far clearly indicate that a minor change in
an animal’s condition produces an observable effect on PH on the
lung. For example, results obtained on the MCT model based on
spectra of left-side samples indicate that, as the result of the de-
creased blood flow to the left side, the PVREM and PH on this side
were reduced. It would be of particular interest to determine
whether a minor change in experimental condition may lead to
an observable effect on PH. Specifically, the results described so
far were based on the use of samples taken from animals on which
PLPAO surgery was performed initially, and then 3 days later they
were exposed to the different conditions (normal, CH, and MCT). If
the surgery were performed on the animals not initially but rather
a few days after exposure to the different conditions, would this
produce any observable change? To investigate this effect, some
rats were injected with MCT initially and were subjected to PLPAO
surgery on the 3rd day. The experiment was continued as before,
and NIR models were created for these samples. Sample types,
the pre- and post-PLPAO, were included in the model. Fig. 8A
shows the scores plot of the model that includes the pre-PLPAO
MCT samples. As illustrated, in the PC 3 direction on the left part
of the graph, three sample types were clearly separated: normal
samples followed by MCT samples and then CH samples. This PC
seems to contain most of the information related to differences
among the three sample types. Although it is not possible to accu-
rately determine the type and origin of these differences at this
time, the results presented clearly indicate that it is possible to dis-
tinguish normal samples from MCT and CH samples. Different from
the left side, there seem to be relatively greater overlaps among the
samples, especially the MCT and CH samples, on the right side of
the map. This may be due to the fact that the MCT and CH samples
are relatively similar chemically. Again similar to the previous NIR
models, the greatest separation is in the direction of PC 3; this
seems to imply that it is this PC that carries most of the informa-
tion that explains the chemical differences found among normal,
CH, and MCT samples. It should also be noted that there is no clear
systematic separation of the pre-PLPAO MCT samples from the rest
of the MCT samples on this scores plot; this seems to suggest that
there is no observable difference between pre- and post-PLPAO
surgery in the MCT samples, consistent with observations made
previously by Okada and coworkers [22].

This NIR model had a calibration correlation coefficient of 0.89,
and the validation coefficient was 0.77. The average RMSEP for this
model was 0.232. This model was then used to predict the pre- and
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post-PLPAO MCT samples, the results of which are shown in
Fig. 8C. As illustrated, most of the samples appear to be close to
1, as is expected of MCT samples. The first five samples in the
figure had surgery before exposure to MCT (post-PLPAO), and the
remainder of the samples had surgery on the 3rd day of exposure
(pre-PLPAO). As can be seen, there does not seem to be any
significant difference between these samples. These results seem
to suggest that pre- and post-PLPAO may lead to the same amount
of PVREM and cellular modification, making them chemically
indistinguishable. Because four of the post-PLPAO samples are
actually from rats of a different species (fawn-hooded), it is reas-
suring to find that the models satisfactorily compensate for genetic
variation due to differences in the strain of rats used in the
experiments.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the NIR technique can be used not
only to determine different tissue types, including normal tissue
and tissues damaged by MCT and CH, but also to gain insight into
PH induced by MCT and other experimental conditions. NIR spectra
of these tissues are very similar; any differences among them are
so small that they cannot be differentiated by simple visual inspec-
tion or by univariate methods. However, we showed that by the
use of multivariate methods such as PCA and PLS, we can satisfac-
torily analyze them. For example, normal and pathological lung tis-
sues (i.e., damaged by CH and MCT) can be properly classified by
PCA/PLS scores plots.

We successfully showed that the PCA loading spectrum for the
CH tissues was different from that for the other tissue types for PC
2, whereas for the MCT tissues it was found to be PC 3. These re-
sults seem to indicate that CH and MCT toxicity can lead to differ-
ent chemical alterations in the cells. Even though the changes in
tissues may be very small, they can be readily detected by the com-
bined use of NIR and PCA.

The NIR PLS models were able to divide different lung tissue
samples into their respective groups (normal, CH, and MCT). All
of the PLS models constructed using the NIR spectra consistently
showed relatively large numbers of components. Because compo-
nents represent sources of variation, it can be concluded that the
absorption of tissues in the NIR regions is complex and due to
many components. It is known that MCT metabolites and other
hypertensive conditions produce chemical changes in the composi-
tions of tissue (e.g., proteins, carbohydrates, lipids, DNA) [8,22–25].
Such changes were detected by the NIR technique and classified as
components by the PLS method. The fact that different types of tis-
sues can be accurately divided into their corresponding groups
(according to their NIR PLS components) seems to suggest that
chemical alterations and mechanisms of PVREM and PH induced
by MCT are different from those of CH. MCT is believed to undergo
metabolism in the liver, where it is converted to toxic metabolites
that are then transported to the lungs, where they cause endothe-
lial damage and subsequent PH [5–8]. Partial occlusion of the left
pulmonary artery reduces blood flow to the left lung while increas-
ing blood flow to the right lung. Previous studies showed that such
surgery mitigates the PVREM resulting in the left lung and accen-

Fig. 7. (A) Predicted with deviation for the MCT left-side NIR model. (B) Prediction of the MCT left-side samples.
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tuates PVREM in the right lung. Results obtained in the current
study using the NIR PLS model indicate that, chemically, the MCT
left-side samples are intermediate between normal and MCT
right-side samples. This not only is in agreement with findings of
previous studies but also indicates that it is indeed possible to
use the combined NIR and PLS technique to determine whether a
tissue sample came from the lung with reduced or increased blood
flow. The fact that NIR PLS results show that the normal left side of

lung samples are just like their right-side counterparts seems to
indicate that PLPAO itself causes negligible changes to the lungs.

Additional information on the mechanism of MCT toxicity can
also be obtained from this study. For example, we found that lung
tissue samples from rats that had the order of PLPAO surgery and
MCT exposure reversed were indistinguishable. This indicates that
the severe PVREM injury develops in the right lung and is absent in
the left lung, independent of the sequence in which the rat is ex-

Fig. 8. (A) Scores plot for the model. (B) Residual validation variance plot. (C) Predictions of pre- and post-PLPAO.
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posed to MCT or changes in pulmonary blood flow. The fact that re-
sults from tissue samples from fawn-hooded rats are similar to
those from tissue samples from Sprague–Dawley rats indicates
that (i) the NIR PLS method can satisfactorily take into account
experimental variation such as strain differences and (ii) animals
from different strains are analogously affected by similar
challenges.

In summary, we have successfully demonstrated that the NIR
technique can be used not only to detect and identify different
types of tissues, including normal tissues and tissues damaged by
MCT and CH, but also to gain insight into mechanisms of PH in-
duced by MCT. Due to the fact that an NIR spectrophotometer is
based on the use of a single channel detector, it is expected that
substantially more detailed information can be obtained if the
NIR spectrophotometer is replaced with an NIR MSI instrument.
This is because this imaging instrument uses an NIR area camera
and can measure not only a single NIR absorption spectrum as
the NIR spectrometer but also thousands of spectra simultaneously
at thousands of different locations within a sample. Accordingly,
we plan to use knowledge gained from this work to guide our next
study, which is based on the use of the NIR MSI technique to inves-
tigate in vitro and in vivo mechanisms of pulmonary damage
caused by MCT toxicity.
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